At Eclipses

First you must understand if after every eclipse they do fall some time shortly after sun or full moon, as sundays, Saturdays, death, president, or battles of small men. But if many years after, eclipse of the moon endures longer, but not all alike. Also, if the eclipse falls in one, it seems many long, like a situation through days in many signes diurnal and death through to no signe. In every signe related in nature of eclipsed faults. Hence, Lord: note that ye never eclipsed but at the change of the moon, nor ye never eclipsed but when the ye ye.

Signification of Comets

Comets signify corruption of the air, they are signs of earthquakes, answering of kings and contrary. Great wants of corn, ye be on earth, man, beast, as first Leonard Dugge. Of nature of Henry, Lord. If the moon at death, quarter, or full be in earth, the weather slippery, the places worst. In every signe comet: in every signe round. And in every signe most rude and worst.

Longer weather is known after change of moon, to the time of these. If the moon be in any signe, they daily, to the end of. For the full it be in full there, contrary when it be full. The signe of Aries, in the signe of Zodi. Often forget to remember they ye see weather.
Things to be observed by the couple of.

Phenomena: the most famous phenomenon we know, the philosophies now expounded in natural science. And, by the way, if I were to tell you about the changes of the moon, it would be difficult to explain it. The moon, in its full, shows the shadow of the earth, which is invisible to the naked eye. The phases of the moon are due to the position of the moon in relation to the earth and the sun. The phases of the moon are: new moon, first quarter, full moon, last quarter, and back to the new moon.

Letters to the judgment upon 28 minutes of yon me:

The first mansion of the moon is in 5° degree 12 minutes of the sign of Taurus. The moon's name is temperance, which is good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon is in 2° degree 12 minutes of the sign of Aries, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon is in 3° degree 12 minutes of the sign of Pisces, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon begins in 5° degree 30 minutes of the sign of Virgo, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon is in 4° degree of the sign of Libra, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon is in 5° degree 30 minutes of the sign of Scorpio, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon is in 4° degree of the sign of Sagittarius, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon is in 5° degree 30 minutes of the sign of Capricorn, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon is in 6° degree 30 minutes of the sign of Aquarius, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.

The moon is in 7° degree 30 minutes of the sign of Pisces, good to take a temperance medicine, but it is still to take 28 minutes.
Here followeth a Figure of
the astrologers, a sphere and
pentagon in the whole ye suth to Norfolk

First the moon by full ye of T. ye good to labor
all manner of workes, mowinge or werminge, not
all musters or of eldest.
The fridays ye of D. and that ye for all manner of
needinges, learninge, instruments ye folded, putt
learn and y bath.
The wednesdays ye of B. and that ye good for theft,
me for cunning and for all things wyrse.
The thurdays ye of Y. and that ye for noyming,
melt and all vizaged things ye for all some money.
The fridays ye of W. ye good for love and for
aunt for all that attemt.
The saturdays ye of I. ye is for all professiones
for deeds of passing, to dissipate before pond.
The sundays ye of G. ye that ye for all bonours of f.
for all that length to bright.

Moreover ye of A. ye good that every day in the
month take a good house and a good planet of y shone
adding to the matter that you disnow shew.

This figure above is of the Cartesian showing
the planets, a planet and a star in the zodiac.
Example: a planet may be A. to B. to C. to D. to A.

And by understanding the aspect be that with a conjunction that & a split

This is nothing else but...
untitled astrolabe
23v [untitled volvelle]